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Abstract 

 
Companies engaged in the oil and gas field need to know the accurate estimation 
methods of freight rates to be effective in terms of yield and efficient from cost 
aspect. Nevertheless, the current number of studies aimed at identifying cost carrier 
prediction formula with tanker and spot charter mechanisms is still very limited. The 
purpose of this study was to identify factors affecting the cost of transport by tanker in 
the international spot market. In addition, the research is also aimed to find the 
formula of relationship between each factor as a form of tanker transport costs. The 
study was conducted by combining literature study method, formulation of statistical 
model with linear regression, and statistical analysis. The international transport data 
used is the data of cargo crude oil transported with the Aframax type from 1996 to 
2016. The results show that Fleet Development, Fleet removal, Crude Export Volume, 
Oil Import Volume, Brent Crude Oil Price, Global Oil Production Volume, Total 
Tanker Sales, and MGO Bunker Price are the dominant factors affecting the cost of 
transporting crude oil to Aframax tankers hired using the spot charter mechanism. The 
predicted cost form of transport costs is then applied to estimate the cost of imported 
crude oil transport in Company A which is an oil and gas company. The 
implementation results show that the application of carrier cost prediction formula can 
make the spot charter procurement process more effective in creating financial 
efficiency.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Oil and gas companies require sea transportation by tanker to transport cargo from 
source of purchase or oil field to refinery, from refinery to big depot, and from big 
depot to small depot. In this case, oil and gas companies generally do not fully use 
their own vessels. These companies usually also use boats rented from third parties. 
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The mechanism of chartering of vessels commonly done by oil and gas companies is 
through Time Charter, and Spot Charter, Contract of Affreightment. 

The greatest challenge for predicting freight cost is usually in the context of charter 
spot charter rentals. The spot rate of charter for tankers in the international market 
usually fluctuates sharply over time as the commodity markets. Oil and gas 
companies that cannot estimate accurate spot charter rates in the market have the 
potential to incur losses. If the estimated price of the spotter spot determined by the 
oil and gas company is too expensive, the company will suffer a financial loss 
because it has to pay a higher price than the one on the market. On the other hand, if 
the price is set too low, the company has the potential to fail in the procurement of its 
charter ship because there is no ship owner interested to lease the vessel. 

Based on these matters, companies engaged in the oil and gas field need to know 
accurate cost estimation method. In this case, oil and gas companies need to identify 
the factors that affect the cost of transport by using tankers in the international market. 
After significant factors affecting the cost of transport are known, oil and gas 
companies need to formulate a formula to predict the cost of transport by the spot 
charter mechanism over time. 

Amid the importance of the need for cost carrier prediction formula with the spot 
charter mechanism for oil and gas companies, it is unfortunate that the current number 
of research aimed at identifying and predicting freight costs using tanker vessels with 
spot charter mechanisms in the international market is still very limited. Some 
previous studies have been more inclined to identify factors that affect freight costs 
for passenger ships and public cargo ships. In addition, a study that combines macro 
and micro aspects holistically as a predictor of the cost of transport by tanker is also 
very limited. Previous studies have been limited to assess macro or micro factors 
separately. 

1.1. Research Goals and Research Questions 

Based on the existing problems, the purpose of this study is to identify the factors that 
affect the cost of transport by using tanker in the international spot market. Once these 
factors are known, the research will be aimed at finding a formula for the relationship 
between each factor as a tanker shipping cost carrier. Based on this, the existing 
research questions are as follows: 

1. What factors affect the cost of transport by tanker in the international spot 
market? 

2. What is the relation formula of those factors to the cost of transport by tanker? 

What is the effect of the implementation of the costume prediction formula that has 
been formulated on the financial performance of oil and gas companies? 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Kavussanos and Alizadeh (2002) investigate the existence and nature of seasonality 
(deterministic or stochastic) in tanker freight markets and measure and compare it 
across sub-sectors and under different market conditions. They used the data period 
from January 1978 to December 1996. Their study revealed that the existence of 
stochastic seasonality is rejected for all freight series while results on deterministic 
seasonality indicate increases in rates in November and December and decreases in 
rates from January to April. Furthermore, their result finding showed that Seasonality 
is found to be varying across markets depending on vessel size and market condition. 
They also reveal that seasonal rate movements are more pronounced when the market 
is recovering compared to smaller changes when the market is falling. 

Koehn (2008) argued that the available literature on the determinants of vessel 
operating expense cannot explain this development nor does it provide information on 
a level of necessary detail. Due to that problem, he builds a quantitative model of 
OPEX that is expected to be able in explaining the variation in OPEX across vessels 
of different type, size, age and specification. He employs a generalized additive model 
framework to analyze the determinants of OPEX. The result of his research confirms 
that differences in OPEX are due to the behavior of a vessel’s operator and to 
regulatory requirements. Furthermore, the finding shows that there are significant 
differences in OPEX due to earnings and employment status of a vessel. 

Alizadeh and Talley argued there have been many literatures aiming at studying the 
macroeconomic determinants of shipping freight (charter) rates. However, according 
to them, there has been no systematic investigation of the microeconomic 
determinants of shipping freight rates. For that reason, they tried to investigate 
microeconomic determinants of freight rates in the dry bulk shipping market, using a 
large sample of individual dry bulk charter contracts from January 2003 to July 2009. 
They also studied the differences in freight rates across major dry bulk shipping 
routes, the geographical distribution of shipping activities around the world, and the 
duration of the lay can period of shipping contracts. 

Initially, they modeled the variables as dependent variables in single equation models. 
Then, the variables are considered as dependent variables in a simultaneous equation 
model. The model’s dependent variable for investigating determinants of shipping 
freight rates in dry bulk markets is defined as the difference between the freight rate 
for an individual shipping contract and the value of the Baltic freight rate index for 
that specific class of vessel on the fixture date 

Their result findings showed that, freight rates are positively related to the length of 
the lay can period and the size of the vessel (DWT). In addition, a simultaneous 
relationship exists between freight rates and lengths of lay can periods. Moreover, dry 
bulk freight rates and lay can periods vary across shipping routes. Furthermore, the 
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lay can transportation periods of freight contracts vary directly with freight rates and 
indirectly with freight rate volatility. They argued that this finding is is expected since 
higher freight rates generally reflect a lower availability of dry bulk tonnage therefore 
vessel charterers anticipating shortages will seek to enter the charter market earlier in 
order to fix their transportation requirements well in advance. The last finding that 
they fund is that lay can periods for trip-charter contracts in the dry bulk shipping 
market are negatively related to the age of vessels, i.e., newer vessels have longer lay 
can periods than older ones. 

Alizadeh and Talley (2011) argued that the behaviour of shipping freight rates and the 
timing of shipping contracts affect the transportation costs of charterers and the 
operating cash flows of shipowners. They investigated the importance of vessel and 
contract specific factors in the determination of tanker freight rates and lay can 
periods in shipping contracts. They used the data of individual tanker shipping 
contracts from January 2006 to March 2009 to estimate freight rates and lay can 
periods using a system of simultaneous equations. Their research finding suggested 
that the duration of the lay can period is an important determinant of the shipping 
freight rate and vice versa. Other determinants of freight rates include the vessel’s hull 
type, fixture deadweight utilization ratio, vessel age, and voyage routes. 

Jugovic et al (2015) tried to point out the factors which influence the maritime 
shipping markets. In his research, Jugovic et al analyzed ten major factors affecting 
the shipping market. Of the ten factors, five factors affect demand and five other 
factors affect supply. According to Jugovic et al, the factors influencing the demand 
for maritime transport are world economy, international maritime trade, average 
achieved profit, political events and transport costs. On the other hand, they propsoed 
that the factors which affect the supply side are world fleet and its productivity, 
shipbuilding, shipbreaking and freights.  

According to Jugovic et al, the relationship between supply and demand is quite 
simple and straightforward. On the demand side, there is world economy which 
through a series of different industries’ activities creates goods that require maritime 
transport. The development in partial industrial sectors can modify the general growth 
trend, as can the changes of shipping distances, creating the final demand for 
maritime services. Meanwhile, on the supply side Jugovic argued that there is 
merchant fleet which represents a fixed shipping capacity market. In a certain period 
of time only a part of that fleet can be used for trade, while in that time some ships 
can be decommissioned or used as a depot. The fleet can be expanded with new 
buildings, or limited by shipbreaking. The amount of fleet transport ensures but also 
depends on the productivity of the management of ships in partial speed and in 
waiting time. Finally, shipper’s policies, banks and legal regulators all influence the 
development of supply on the market. 

The result of Jugovic et al's research succeeded in giving description and description 
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about factors influencing freight rate, both from demand and supply side. 
Nevertheless, Jugovic's research is limited to descriptive research. The proposition 
proposed by Jugovic et al has not been confirmed and has not been applied in the 
relevant companies. 

 

3. RESEARCH METHODS 

The study was conducted by combining literature study method, formulation of 
statistical model with linear regression, and statistical analysis. The following is a set 
of methodologies carried out in this study: 

1. Identification Identify candidate factors affecting transport costs Candidates of 
factors potentially impacting transport costs are collected and synthesized from 
credible academic journals (indexed by Scopus).   

2. Formulate a freight cost prediction model with multiple linear regression model 
based on candidate factors that have been collected. The linear regression 
model is chosen because the freight cost is assumed to be predicted based on 
both micro and macro factors identified in the first step 

3. Collecting data on international freight using tanker International hauling data 
used is cargo crude oil transport data with Aframax type from 1996 - 2016. A 
wide range of time is used because the time range is expected to cover drastic 
cost fluctuations in a period of time such as fluctuations caused by war, decline 
in crude oil prices, and so forth. In addition to international transport data, the 
factor candidates identified in the first phase were also collected from 1996 to 
2016. 

4. Conducting statistical tests to determine the factors that significantly affect the 
cost of transport. Statistical test is done by using SPSS software with multiple 
linear regression technique. The analysis technique used is to know the 
coefficient of determination, the correlation coefficient, and the level of 
significance of the overall model and the level of significance of each candidate 
factor. 

5. Applying the freight cost prediction model to the estimated cost of transport 
activity in one of the oil and gas companies. The predicted cost carrier 
prediction model will be applied to estimate freight costs at the spot charter 
activities of crude oil ships in one of the oil and gas companies. The application 
of the formula is carried out for half a year. It is intended to find out whether oil 
and gas companies can benefit from the prediction of freight costs.  
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1. Candidate Factors Affecting Transport Cost  

To identify factors that significantly influence the shipping cost, this study collected 
candidates of dependent variable through the synthesis of several studies. Based on 
the results of the literature review, several factors that may affect the shipping cost are 
summarized as in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Significant Factors of Shipping Cost 

No Factor Researcher 

1 Last Time Charter and 
Spot Rate Jugovic (2015) 

2 Crude Price  Eslami (2017) 

3 Bunker Price Koehn (2008) 

4 Vessel Supply Jugovic (2015) 

5 Vessel Demand Kavussanos (2011) 

6 Labour Cost/Crewing Stopford (2004) 

7 Seasonality Alizadeh (2011) 

8 Duration of laycan Talley (2011) 

9 Vessel Age Gracia (2015) 

10 Deadweight utilization 
ratio Green (2008) 

11 Voyage route Cook (2017) 

12 Hull Type Lockamy (2004) 

13 Port Cost McCormack (2004) 
 

 

3.2. Freight Cost Model 

After the factors that may influence the shipping cost have been identified and sea 
transport models have been formulated, the next step is to create a linear regression 
model to test the significance of each candidate to the shipping cost. 

 

The multiple linear regression equation is as follows: 

Y = αX1 + βX2 + γX3 + φX4 + ψX5 + θX6 + εX7 +… µXn + k

 ………………………. (1) 
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Where: 

Y : Transport cost 

α - µ : coefficient   

X1 : Candidate factor 1 

X2 : Candidate factor 2 

X3 - Xn : Candidate factor 3 until n 

 K : intercept 

 

3.3. Collection of transport data and candidate factors affecting freight costs 

The transport data is collected from publications obtained from the Clarksons 
Shipping Intelligence Weekly database. The data used are data from 1996 to 2016. 
Some examples of transport data and candidate factors affecting freight costs can be 
seen in the table 2. 

 
 

3.4. Statistic test 

After the model using multiple linear regressions, then will be done statistic test based 
on multiple linear regression model and data collected. The statistical test results are 
as follows: 
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Model Summary 

Model R R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .865
a
 .749 .720 29.676 

a. Predictors: (Constant), MGObunkerpricesRotterdam, Losses, 

FleetAddition, OilProdImportsUSA, TotalTankerSales, Demolition, 

FleetRemoval, Delivery, USSeaborneCrudeOilImports, 

NewbuildContract, CrudeOilImportsUSEU4Japan, AGCrudeExports, 

OilProdImportsJapan, Orderbook, JapanCrudeOilImports, 

ArabLightCrudeOilPrice, Scrap, EU4CrudeOilImports, NewBuilding, 

GlobalOilProd, Secondhand, OilProdImportsTotal, 

MDObunkerpricesRotterdam, FleetDevelopment, 

MFOBcstbunkerpricesRotterdam, BrentCrudeOilPrice, 

MFOAcstbunkerpricesRotterdam 

 

 
 

Based on statistical test results, the model 
has a very good strength in predicting the 
value of the charter rate in the market. 
From the model, it is known that 75% (R2) 
variations in the charter rate can be 
explained by the factors identified. 

Meanwhile, the results of the analysis of variance c4onducted are as follows: 

ANOVA
a
 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 607137.245 27 22486.565 25.534 .000
b
 

Residual 203428.453 231 880.643   

Total 810565.699 258    

a. Dependent Variable: CharterRate 

b. Predictors: (Constant), MGObunkerpricesRotterdam, Losses, FleetAddition, 

OilProdImportsUSA, TotalTankerSales, Demolition, FleetRemoval, Delivery, 

USSeaborneCrudeOilImports, NewbuildContract, CrudeOilImportsUSEU4Japan, 

AGCrudeExports, OilProdImportsJapan, Orderbook, JapanCrudeOilImports, 

ArabLightCrudeOilPrice, Scrap, EU4CrudeOilImports, NewBuilding, GlobalOilProd, Secondhand, 

OilProdImportsTotal, MDObunkerpricesRotterdam, FleetDevelopment, 

MFOBcstbunkerpricesRotterdam, BrentCrudeOilPrice, MFOAcstbunkerpricesRotterdam 

 

 
 

Based on these things, it can be seen that the built model is valid and reliable for use 
in predicting the cost of transport. 

 

3.5. Factors Affecting Transport Cost  

The results of statistical tests conducted to test the significance of the factor 
candidates to the cost of transport can be seen in Table 3. 
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Coefficients
a
 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) -257.683 104.569  -2.464 .014 

NewBuilding -.378 .253 -.228 -1.493 .137 

Secondhand .109 .224 .080 .485 .628 

Scrap .055 .045 .107 1.221 .223 

FleetDevelopment -.594 .159 -1.015 -3.729 .000 

Demolition 22.446 20.336 .046 1.104 .271 

Losses 8.567 87.263 .003 .098 .922 

FleetAddition -2.960 24.949 -.004 -.119 .906 

FleetRemoval 8.955 3.977 .090 2.252 .025 

Orderbook 8.668E-9 .000 .007 .067 .947 

NewbuildContract .002 .002 .037 .767 .444 

Delivery 1.089 2.431 .023 .448 .655 

AGCrudeExports 35.266 12.228 .166 2.884 .004 

USSeaborneCrudeOilImport

s 
-.036 .927 -.002 -.039 .969 

EU4CrudeOilImports -1.091 4.308 -.028 -.253 .800 

JapanCrudeOilImports .825 5.530 .012 .149 .881 

CrudeOilImportsUSEU4Japa

n 
3.519 6.824 .028 .516 .607 

OilProdImportsUSA 13.999 8.278 .137 1.691 .092 

OilProdImportsJapan 76.510 27.262 .369 2.807 .005 

OilProdImportsTotal -8.377 5.357 -.303 -1.564 .119 

ArabLightCrudeOilPrice -.169 .296 -.111 -.570 .569 

BrentCrudeOilPrice -2.479 .851 -1.505 -2.913 .004 

GlobalOilProd 6.593 1.675 .900 3.935 .000 

TotalTankerSales 3.923E-6 .000 .092 2.344 .020 

MFOAcstbunkerpricesRotter

dam 
-.532 .283 -1.889 -1.881 .061 

MFOBcstbunkerpricesRotter

dam 
.083 .297 .281 .277 .782 

MDObunkerpricesRotterdam -.003 .036 -.016 -.078 .938 

MGObunkerpricesRotterdam .627 .094 3.236 6.649 .000  
 

Based on the results of statistical tests, it can be seen several factors that have 
significance levels below 0.05 as follows: 

: 

- Fleet development 

- Fleet removal 

- Crude Export 
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- Oil Impor 

- Brent Crude Oil Price 

- Global Oil Production 

- Total Tanker Sales 

- MGO Bunker Price 

 

Meanwhile, several other factor candidates are known to have no effect on transport 
costs. Based on the mentioned, the freight cost can be formulated as follows: 

Freight Cost = -594xFleetDevelopment + 8.9xFleetRemoval + 35.2xAGCrudeExport 
+ 76.5xOilProdImportJapan -2.4xBrentCrudeOilPrice + 3.9xTotalTankerSales - 
0.6xMGOPrice - 257 

 

3.6. Application of transportation cost prediction formula in company A 

Company A is a company engaged in the field of oil and gas. Company A undertakes 
the transport of imported cargo crude oil with Freight on Board (FOB) mechanism. 
Throughout the year 2017, Company A conducted 11 imported crude oil imports 
internationally from Algiers, Iran and Malaysia to refineries owned by Company A. 
The following is a list of FOB import crude oil shipments made by the spot charter 
mechanism of the international market: 

 

1. FOB Crude Saharan Trayek Arzew – Cilacap ALD 25 January 2017 

2. FOB Crude Kidurong Trayek Kidurong – Cilacap ALD 31 Janaury 2017 

3. FOB Crude Iran Trayek Iran – Cilacap ALD February 2017 

4. FOB Crude Kimanis Trayek Kimanis – Cilacap ALD 14 February 2017 

5. FOB Crude Kikeh Trayek Kikeh – Cilacap ALD 15 February 2017 

6. FOB Crude Saharan Trayek Arzew – Cilacap ALD 19 March 2017 

7. FOB Crude Saharan Trayek Arzew – Cilacap ALD 18 May 2017 

8. FOB Crude Kidurong Trayek Kidurong – Cilacap ALD 25 May 2017 

9. FOB Crude Kikeh Trayek Kikeh – Cilacap ALD 18 June 2017 

10. FOB Crude Kimanis Trayek Kimanis  – Cilacap ALD 21 June 2017 

11. FOB Crude Saharan Trayek Arzew – Balikpapan ALD 29 June 2017 

 

The implementation results of the transport prediction formula show that company A 
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is able to create cost-of-transport efficiency by using a vessel from a spot charter 
mechanism of USD 6,900,000. In addition, the gap between the realization of freight 
costs with the realization of freight costs and the gap between the realization of freight 
costs and the benchmark market also shows very minimal figures. From the aspect of 
the procurement effort, the application of the formula has succeeded in eliminating 
the failure of the tender spot charter process in Company A. The gap graph between 
the estimated freight cost, the realization of freight cost, and the benchmark market in 
Company A can be seen in Figure 1. 

 
 

From Figure can be seen things as follows: 

- Gap between estimates vs realizations: -2% 

- Gap between realization vs benchmark: -4% 

- Gap between estimates vs benchmark: -5% 

 

The results indicate that by identifying the factors affecting transport costs and 
formulating transport cost formulas, oil and gas companies can be more effective in 
estimating freight costs where they can ultimately create financial efficiencies while 
increasing success charter ship procurement. 

 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Based on the results of the study, it can be concluded that the factors of Fleet 
Development, Fleet removal, Crude Export Volume, Oil Import Volume, Brent Crude 
Oil Price, Global Oil Production Volume, Total Tanker Sales, and MGO Bunker Price 
are the dominant factors affecting the cost of transport crude oil with Aframax type 
tankers hired using a spot charter mechanism. Taken together, these factors can be 
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structured to predict the cost of transporting Aframax crude oil from the international 
spot market charters. The prediction formula for the cost of crude oil transport of 
Aframax types from the established international chart market has been applied in 
Company A, a company engaged in oil and gas. Company A commits 11 imported 
crude oil imports internationally from Algiers, Iran and Malaysia to the Company 
owned refineries. The implementation results of the transport prediction formula show 
that company A is able to create cost-of-transport efficiency by ship from a spot 
charter mechanism of USD 6,900,000. In addition, the gap between the realization of 
freight costs with the realization of freight costs and the gap between the realization of 
freight costs and the benchmark market also shows very minimal figures. The results 
indicate that by identifying the factors affecting transport costs and formulating 
transport cost formulas, oil and gas companies can be more effective in estimating 
freight costs where they can ultimately create financial efficiencies while increasing 
success charter ship procurement. 

 

5. RECOMMENDATION 

Although the transport cost prediction model drawn up in this study has been 
effectively used to predict the transport costs of the Aframax type tanker for crude oil 
transport in the spot charter market, the applicability is limited to one company. To 
know the generalization of the model, existing formulas can be applied in other 
companies. In addition, the model can also be expanded for other types of cargo 
transport or other types of vessels. 
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